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(R3) 13:20 HUNTINGDON, 1m 7f 171y 

ABF The Soldiers' Charity Novices' Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 1/215-41 BRECON HILL (IRE) 26 CD 
b g Arcano - Bryanstown Girl

5 11 - 4t Sean Bowen
Mrs S J Humphrey

124

Jockey Colours: Yellow, red epaulets, white sleeves, yellow cap, red star
Timeform says: Left previous hurdling efforts well behind to cause a shock returning from 13
months off over C&D last time. No fluke about it but now has to concede weight to some
above-average types.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

2 1/14- BREWIN'UPASTORM (IRE) 302 D BF 
b g Milan - Daraheen Diamond

5 10 - 12 R Johnson
Olly Murphy

-

Jockey Colours: Pink, red chevrons, pink sleeves, white stars, red cap, pink star
Timeform says: Expensive recruit from the pointing field prior to bolting up in a bumper at
Hereford. Not disgraced up in grade next time and very much the type to relish this new test
after 10 months off.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 2733/2- BRUNEL WOODS (IRE) 418 
b g Oscar - Golden Bay

6 10 - 12 Jamie Bargary
David Dennis

-

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap
Timeform says: Fair form when placed on 3 of his 4 bumper outings and made satisfactory
start to hurdling career when runner-up at Worcester 13 months ago. This is a much stronger
race, however.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

4 1231-32 FLASH THE STEEL (IRE) 25 D 
b g Craigsteel - Anna's Melody

6 10 - 12 Harry Skelton
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green, white seams, white sleeves, dark green armlets, orange cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful bumper winner who showed plenty when runner-up at Bangor
(16.7f) on hurdles bow 22 days ago, travelling best. That form has been boosted a couple of
times since.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

5 3P744 HAVANA HERMANO (IRE) 18 
b g Flemensfirth - Senorita Rumbalita

4 10 - 12 C Gethings
Stuart Edmunds

-

Jockey Colours: Black, orange chevron, armlets and diamond on cap
Timeform says: Left bumper form behind despite being unconsidered in the betting and not
unduly knocked about when fourth at Warwick on hurdling debut, so he's one to keep an eye
on.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

6 KYLLACHY GALA 
b g Kyllachy - Tenuta Di Gala

5 10 - 12 G Sheehan
W Greatrex

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves
Timeform says: Useful type on the Flat who was picked up for £40,000 on the back of an
excellent second at York for Marco Botti. Should go close if taking to this new discipline, with
the sharp track in his favour.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

7 1-40 LOCHINVER (FR) 18 D 
b g American Post - Golden Gleam

4 10 - 12h J J Burke
C E Longsdon

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on yellow cap
Timeform says: Won point on debut in April but hasn't shown that sort of ability under Rules
as yet, checking out tamely in a bumper, then down the field in a novice at Chepstow on
hurdling debut for new yard.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 
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8 7-5 LYNDSAYS LAD 186 
b g Kayf Tara - Ceilidh Royal

5 10 - 12 J McGrath
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Shaped as if in need of the experience when midfield in a Kempton bumper,
then disappointed at shorts odds in novice at Uttoxeter on hurdling bow. Left with a bit to
prove returning from 6 months off.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

9 8-0 OSTUNI (FR) 18 
b g Great Pretender - Mamassita

5 10 - 12 Bryony Frost
P F Nicholls

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, orange star
Timeform says: Signs of ability in bumper at Sandown and a novice hurdle at Warwick a
year apart, but he's one for the longer term.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

10 57-5 PEMBERLEY (IRE) 26 
b g Darsi - Eyebright

5 10 - 12 Patrick Cowley (5)
Miss E C Lavelle

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, grey cross belts, grey sleeves, royal blue armlets, black cap
Timeform says: Plenty of promise in a couple of bumpers before a staying-on fifth in novice
hurdle at Hereford. Sure to do better, but more likely to be in handicaps over longer trips.

 (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

11 SERMANDO (FR) 
ch g Fuisse - Josephjuliusjodie

4 10 - 12 Jonjo O'Neill Jr. (5)
Jonjo O'Neill

-

Jockey Colours: Violet
Timeform says: Fairly useful on Flat in France in 2017, successful twice, so he's an
interesting recruit to hurdling, particularly if the money comes.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

12 24-4 SPECIAL ACCEPTANCE 27 
b g Malinas - Doubly Guest

5 10 - 12 Max Kendrick (5)
P R Webber

-

Jockey Colours: Purple, yellow cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Promising sort who shaped well when fourth at Kempton on hurdling bow
last month and is entitled to come on for that. Probably lacks the quality of some, though.

 (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

13 WINSTON C (IRE) BF 
b g Rip Van Winkle - Pitrizza

4 10 - 12 N D Fehily
Harry Fry

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow stripe, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful operator on the Flat who has joined an excellent yard, so every
reason to think he can get involved starting out over obstacles.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

14 0 ASK JILLY 36 
b m Passing Glance - Heebie Jeebie

5 10 - 5 Thomas Garner
M R Bosley

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow cap
Timeform says: Hard to fancy on the back of showing nothing in an Ascot bumper.
(Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: The big impression made by BREWIN'UPASTORM on Rules debut really sticks
in the mind and, given his pointing background, there's little doubt he'll take to hurdling at the first time
of asking. He can mark himself down as a potentially smart novice here, but the likes of Flash The
Steel and Flat recruits Kyllachy Gala and Winston C will ensure it's not all plain sailing.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BREWIN'UPASTORM (2) 
2: FLASH THE STEEL (4) 
3: WINSTON C (13)
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